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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
‘Preventing Violence Together (PVT) – A strategy for the Southern Metropolitan
Region 2016-2021’, was developed in collaboration with over 35 partner
organisations, to enable our region to collectively prevent violence against
women and their children. The role and purpose of the strategy is to explain the
causes of violence and make a clear case for collection action. By working
together, our partner organisations will benefit from increased coordination and
collaboration, increased capacity building, and be able to co-ordinate advocacy
efforts that harness the collective influence and the expertise of all in our
region.
The proposed actions outlined below, were identified in consultation with
partners and stakeholders.
WHISE received feedback from PVT partners at our annual Think Tank forum
held in July 2020. This feedback has been used to inform and shape the Fourth
Year Action Plan 2020-2021, which is also the final year of the Preventing
Violence Together Strategy 2016-2021.
This document will remain a working document.

Monitoring, Evaluation, Timeline
A set of indicators of success and methods of data collection are mapped out in
the action plan. At the end of each action plan, a summary report will be
available, indicating the progress towards the objectives of the PVT strategy.
Annual Action Plan 2020-2021 released August 2020
Snapshot of the activities and evaluation report (August 2021)

GOVERNANCE AND
ADVISORY STRUCTURE

WHISE will provide overall leadership of Preventing Violence Together and will
be governed by a Steering Committee. Membership of the committee is
comprised of senior representatives of many of partner organisations across the
sector, with specialist knowledge that is aligned to the strategy outcomes.
The Steering Committee will be responsible for strategic decisions that relate to
the implementation, reporting and evaluation of PVT. The Chair of the Steering
Committee is nominated and agreed upon by the Steering Committee.
The governance structure remains unchanged, with two regional working groups
(Bayside Peninsula Primary Prevention Working Group & Southern Melbourne
Primary Prevention Working Group), one Workforce Development Working
Group, and two Communities of Practices (Engaging Men and Boys in Gender
Equality (GE) and Intersectionality and Diverse Communities).

Governance and Advisory Structure for Preventing Violence
Together 4th Year Action Plan

THE STRATEGIC PILLARS OF
PREVENTING VIOLENCE
TOGETHER

VISION
A region where women have equality and
respect - and where women and their
children live free from violence.

STRATEGIC PILLARS
Leadership
through
Partnerships

Organisational
Transformation

Community
Change

Influencing
Evidence

Sustaining
Momentum

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

1. To increase
leadership
commitment with
partner
organisations to
PVAW&C across
the SMR
2. To maximise
collaborative
partnership
opportunities
between partner
organisations
across the SMR

3. To foster partner
organisation
cultures that
recognise and
respect the value
of women and
the roles they
play in all
settings
4. To maximise
collaborative
partnership
opportunities
between partner
organisations
across the SMR

5. To ignite
community
change through
awareness of
PVAW&C across
the SMR
6. To strengthen
SMR community
capacity to
prevent violence
against women
and their children

7. To strengthen
evidence based
PVAW&C across
SMR
To ignite
8. PVAW&C
innovation in
partner
organisations
across the SMR

9. To sustain
commitment to a
long-term
regional
approach to
PVAW&C across
the SMR

LEADERSHIP THROUGH
PARTNERSHIP

A COLLABORATIVE AND DIVERSE PARTNERSHIP

1. To increase leadership commitment with partner organisations to Prevent Violence
Against Women & Children (PVAW&C) across the SMR.
2. To maxmise collaborative partnership opportunities between partner organisations
across the SMR.

ORGANISATIONAL
TRANSFORMATION
1. To foster partner organisation cultures that recognise and respect the value of
women and the roles they play in all settings
2. To embed gender equality principles across partner organisations in the SMR

COMMUNITY CHANGE
CAPACITY BUILDING IN SETTINGS

1. To ignite community change through awareness of PVAW&C across the SMR
2. To strengthen SMR Community capacity to prevent violence against women and
children

INFLUENCING EVIDENCE BASE
1. To strengthen evidence-based PVAW&C across SMR
2. To ignite PVAW&C innovation in partner organisations across the SMR

SUSTAINING MOMENTUM
1. To sustain commitment to a long-term regional approach to PVAW&C across the
SMR

